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Abstract: The concept of smart contracts entered the legal discourse only a few years ago, yet the subject has already given rise to remarkably different approaches. While some assume that smart contracts can be fully integrated into existing contract law, others predict that they will mark the beginning of the end of contract law. The aim of this article is to contribute to the assessment of smart contracts by examining how they can be situated within the traditional Western concept of contract law and how they differ from traditional contracts in the individual phases of a contract's life cycle. In particular, these findings show that the automated execution of the promises contained in a smart contract, specifically their technical characteristics, lead to an increased significance of the contract drafting phase compared to the execution phase. Among other aspects, smart contracts are considerably more difficult to modify than traditional contracts and they are limited by the fact that the encoding of contracts requires an increased formalization of the contractual terms. On the other hand, the technical architecture of smart contracts offers possibilities ranging from automatic self-help to the enforcement of legally unenforceable agreements. It is precisely this autonomy of smart contracts from existing contract law that finally raises the question of whether an adaptation of contract law will become necessary and what difficulties such an adaptation would face.
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A. Introduction

1 Contracts play a central role for the ordering of liberal market relations and therefore have an irreplaceable importance for Western and other societies. Accordingly, contract law is probably the most important private law institution of individual self-determination and autonomy and it evolved continuously to respond to the emergence of new contract models. Today, like many other legal institutions, it faces the challenges of digitization. Next to Big Data analytics and Artificial Intelligence (AI), especially smart contracts pave the way for a new era of contracting and pose a potential challenge to the prevailing concepts of contract law.

---
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2 Regarding the history of the contractual concept in Europe and Germany, see Andreas Thier in HKK, § 311 Abs. 1 Rn. 4ff, on the respective development of society and contract law in the US, see Walter F Pratt, Jr., ‘American contract law at the turn of the century’ (1988) 39 S. C. L. Rev. 415.
This article deals precisely with the impact of smart contracts on German and European contract law with comparative references to American contract law. On a larger scale, it is intended to contribute to answering the question, whether predominantly nationally influenced, analogous law is ready for the challenges posed by ubiquitous and borderless digitization.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Part B briefly describes how contracts and contract law have developed so far and why smart contracts, at least partially, represent the next step in this development. In part C, the individual phases of the life cycle of a contract are examined in order to determine how smart contracts can be accommodated within German and European contract law in particular. Finally, part D focuses on evaluating what impact smart contracts could have on the future of contract law.

B. The Development of Contract Law and the Advent of Smart Contracts

It has been thousands of years since the first contracts were concluded. However, many of the most significant changes in the development of contracting occurred in the course of the last century. Traditionally, contracts were mostly a result of a fair negotiation process between parties with equal bargaining power, i.e. parties negotiating at arm’s length. This changed with the standardization of contract terms which allowed mass-market contracting, both nationally and internationally. This more simplified way of contracting minimized the human involvement in the negotiation process, thereby lowering transaction costs and brought with it a change to the bargaining process. Especially the rise of the information society made it necessary to adapt the contract law to these new conditions.

Accordingly, in the last decades one could observe the evolution of a plethora of regulations addressing standardized contracts. Be it regulations on the use of general terms and conditions or consumer protection regulations. The overall aim was to restore the equal bargaining power that had been disrupted by standardization. Despite the resulting large number of regulations, there is not much left regarding the principle of contractual freedom, at least in the case of consumer contracts. Looking in particular at contracts in e-commerce, it becomes clear that consumers are commonly faced with a “take-it-or-leave-it” proposition.

Yet, only recently a new kid on the block has emerged, that could bring about a change to this current approach: smart contracts. Even though not necessarily limited to blockchains, smart contracts are usually associated with the innovation of this technology. Blockchains, which are the most popular form of distributed ledger technology, have attracted a great deal of attention in recent years and, although crypto currencies have experienced setbacks due to price volatility last year, the hype does not seem to cease after all. In a technical sense, smart contracts can be defined as computer protocols that are self-executing. Relying on the abilities of blockchains, they operate autonomously, transparently, and they are basically tamper-resistant and immutable. This provides the contracting parties with several significant advantages over traditional contracts: they can rely on contractual promises that are memorialized as computer protocols that are self-executing. In a technical sense, smart contracts can be defined

7 Neumayer (n 6) 8; Farnsworth (n 1) 913ff.
8 Cf. Farnsworth (n 1) 912f; cf. Von Mehren (n 1) 64ff.
9 Farnsworth (n 1) 911; cf. Neumayer (n 6) 8.
10 Accordingly, the following explanations concentrate substantially on blockchain-based smart contracts.
13 Joachim Schrey and Thomas Thalhofer, ‘Rechtliche Aspekte der Blockchain’ (2017) NJW 1431, 1432; Martin Heckelmann, ‘Zulässigkeit und Handhabung von Smart Contracts’ (2018) NJW 504, 505; De Filippi and Wright (n 13) 72.

risks, even in those areas in which the parties are not directly opposed to each other but which are characterized by a certain anonymity and risk-laden enforcement, as is usually the case in e-commerce and international contracts. Consumers in particular could benefit from these advantages since they usually do not enforce their rights. Moreover, smart contracts open up the possibility of reducing transaction costs. In general, they mean a further minimization of human intervention and further formalization of contracts.

8 However, formalization involves a certain limitation as to what smart contracts can contain. After all, encoding contracts also entails certain security vulnerabilities, such as the risk that the code is incorrect. For these and other reasons, smart contracts and blockchains are still a very controversial topic.

9 The fields of application of smart contracts are numerous. They can be used, at least in theory, wherever economic assets show interfaces to the internet and certain events can be verified digitally. Thanks to the increasing interconnectedness of things (or the so-called "Internet of Things"), this affects more and more areas. In addition to the financial and insurance sectors, which have been particularly present up to now, smart contracts are suitable for use in areas such as Sharing Economy, Energy, Supply Chain or Identity Control. Naturally, contracts that deal with access to digital content, and are therefore easily translatable into software, are predestined for smart contracts. A noteworthy example is the distribution of music via blockchain-based smart contracts.

10 In a nutshell, with smart contracts the drafting stage of the contract ex ante, leading to an automatic execution, will become more important than subsequent law enforcement ex post. Whether the development of this new contract concept requires a modification of the applicable contract law is a different question. The answer to that depends mainly on how this new way of contracting is accommodated by existing legal provisions.

C. The Life Cycle of a (Smart) Contract

11 The characteristics of a smart contract affect different phases of the contractual life cycle. In the following, the phases that require a special legal evaluation with regard to smart contracts are to be identified decisively. The focus will be on German and European law.

I. The Legal Nature of Smart Contracts

12 Although the term "smart contract" originates from the nineties and a real hype about smart contracts can be observed for some years now, no unanimous definition of the term exists to this day. Especially defining their legal character has indeed proven to be one of the most controversial issues in connection with smart contracts. While some make a distinction between smart contracts, smart contract code and smart legal contracts, others even stress that smart contracts are independent of the law. As computer scientists and economists have shown on several occasions, it is quite possible to actually talk about smart contracts without even considering their
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II. Formation

1. Applicable Law

14 As they encode traditional contracts, the law applicable to smart contracts is determined according to general principles. 28 This means that the question of whether a legal contract was concluded depends on the applicable legal provisions, which may, for example, require certain formalities. 29 This could lead to a diverging assessment of smart contracts in different jurisdictions.

15 In the European Union, the applicable law includes not only respective national contract law but is also strongly influenced by European law. There are two important legal measures with respect to contract law at the European level. 30 Namely, the Directive 2000/31/EC on e-commerce and the Consumer Rights Directive 2011/83/EU. If it were to enter into force, the current proposal for a directive on certain aspects concerning contracts for the supply of digital content would complement them. 31 Some of the provisions of these measures focus on the formation of a contract on the internet. For example, they establish pre-contractual obligations for a trader in e-commerce consumer contracts to inform the consumer about relevant facts, which could be interpreted as also containing certain information about security vulnerabilities of smart contracts. 32 Although the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is not contract law, it should not be ignored. Some of the provisions in it may prove problematic for smart contracts if they are based on a public, permissionless blockchain characterized by immutability and transparency. 33

16 Yet, apart from the applicable law and seen from a factual point of view, smart contracts also offer the possibility of enforcing certain agreements
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31 De Filippi and Wright (n 13) 78.
32 Szabo (n 25).
33 De Filippi and Wright (n 13) 79; see also Dimitrios Linardatos, ‘Smart Contracts – einige klarstellende Bemerkungen’ (2018) K&R 85, 87.
36 Cf. Cardozo Blockchain Project (n 19) 4f; cf ISDA and Linklaters (n 27) 13.
37 This can lead to difficulties, especially with international smart contracts, see e.g. Alexander Djazayeri, ’Rechtliche Herausforderungen durch Smart Contracts’ (2016) jurisPR-BKR Anm. 4; Gerald Spindler, ‘Kurzgutachten „Regulierung durch Technik“ (2016) SVRV 4.
38 Philipp Reusch and Niklas M. Weidner, Future Law: Blockchain, Industrie 4.0, Internet of Things, Robotik (Fachmedien Recht und Wirtschaft 2018) 109f; Martin Heckelmann (n 14) 506f, cf., e.g., the requirements established by the “statute of frauds”, Cardozo Blockchain Project (n 19) 9 with further references.
39 Regarding the US, see Cardozo Blockchain Project (n 19) 9; cf. also De Filippi and Wright (n 13) 79f.
41 Spindler and Woebbecke (n 15).
42 See, e.g., Schrey and Thalhofer (n 14) 1434ff.
which cannot be enforced in courts. For instance, in order to be fully enforced in the US, a contract must generally contain consideration. A smart contract can, however, enforce an agreement without consideration.

2. Contractual Terms

Smart contracts will formalize contracts more than is the case with traditional contracts. This is simply for the reason that code cannot be as ambiguous as written text. One can certainly assume that smart contracts, more generally code, encounter difficulties with the implementation of ambiguous clauses and principles such as good faith in continental law or equity in common law.

In the foreseeable future, if there is a need to use ambiguous clauses in a smart contract, it is likely that interpretational difficulties will be resolved by assigning them to a human-based oracle. This assignment to a human-based oracle naturally also means to rely on a centralized intermediary. Yet, this can still be seen as an improvement in comparison to traditional contracts, as the infrastructure requirements are at least reduced, but there is still considerable reason to believe that in the foreseeable future, smart contracts will mainly be used for unequivocal cases, encoding those parts of an underlying contract that can be clearly defined.

Apart from the rather obvious fact, that encoded contracts will be more formalized than traditional contracts, the question whether they will also be more standardized requires considerably more complex consideration. Although it may seem obvious at first glance that commercial smart contracts used for mass contracts will lead to even greater standardization, this approach may be too short-sighted. As already mentioned, smart contracts are only one of many digital innovations that will have a great impact on society and revolutionize the law. Especially during the contract drafting phase, companies as well as consumers will increasingly rely on technical support, such as data mining and scoring techniques, to assist in finding suitable contractual offers.

Electronic agents, sometimes referred to as AI agents or digital agents, might actually be the crucial factor to individualize and personalize contracts again. Depending on their autonomy they may conclude a contract on behalf of their principal by accepting an offer or generating a counter-offer. The possibilities offered by smart contracts in combination with electronic agents, i.e. AI, could therefore offer consumers great opportunities in terms of more individual contract design, but they are also accompanied by new risks for consumer protection.

3. Interpretation

Interpreting contractual terms has in the past been the subject of a large number of court decisions and corresponding legislation. This was mainly due to the fact that natural language is by definition ambiguous. In fact, ambiguity allows for a more concise version of contracts, as not all eventualities need to be differentiated (the same is incidentally true for legal provisions). Ambiguity ensures a reduction of transaction costs in the context of contract drafting and therefore makes economic sense. Nevertheless, ambiguity always leaves room for interpretation and the associated risks. This resulted in the use of general terms and conditions for mass contracts, which provided an interpretation standard for court decisions and thus minimized conflicts over terms and made risks calculable.
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44 A great concern in that regard is given to the possibility of enforcing illegal agreements through smart contracts, see, e.g., De Filippi and Wright (n 13) 87ff with further references.

45 Raskin (n 36) 322; for a detailed illustration see Val D. Ricks, ‘In Defense of Mutualty of Obligation: Why “Both Should Be Bound, or Neither”’, (1999) 78 Neb Law Rev 491, 494; see also Restatement (Second) of Contracts §§ 71ff.

46 De Filippi and Wright (n 13) 84; cf Saveliev (n 5) 120ff.

47 Cf. De Filippi and Wright (n 13) 77.

48 Cardozo Blockchain Project (n 19) 6; Oracles can in general be described as agents that find and verify certain real events and transmit this information to the blockchain.

49 Buterin (n 13) 21.

50 De Filippi and Wright (n 13) 195ff.

51 Cf. De Filippi and Wright (n 13) 86.


55 See, e.g., Armbrüster in Erman, BGB, 15. Aufl. 2017, § 157 BGB with extensive references to German court decisions; see also E Allan Farnsworth, “Meaning” in the Law of Contracts’ (1967) 76 5 Yale L.J. 939.

56 De Filippi and Wright (n 13) 77, 199.

57 Cf. Neumayer (6) 8; Farnsworth (n 1) 911.
22 Similar or maybe even further effects could be achieved by formalizing contracts, as it would be the case with the computer code used for smart contracts. Yet, interpreting a programming language is likely to cause difficulties for courts. In such cases, recourse to competent extrajudicial dispute resolution is certainly an appropriate option. Particularly precarious, however, remains the interaction between the interpretation of the smart contract code and a respective underlying written contract. Extrajudicial dispute resolution can only provide a limited redress in this respect. Rather, it will be crucial that the parties stipulate explicitly to what extent the smart contract code should serve for interpretation. Such an agreement would, for instance, probably have evidential value before German courts. It remains to be seen how courts will interpret smart contracts, which have no explicit agreement to that effect.

4. Modification

23 By design, a blockchain-based immutable smart contract cannot be adjusted in the same way as a traditional contract. Usually, once put in motion the encoded promises will be executed without any possibility of exerting influence. Nevertheless, there are possibilities to modify smart contracts. A rather impractical solution might be for the parties to agree to reverse the smart contract afterwards. They’ll be considerably better served if they conclude a dynamic contract from the outset. This would mean, that the parties plan for certain possibilities for modification or adaptation to external circumstances by including oracles. These oracles can then adjust and update certain contractual obligations. The possibilities for oracles are manifold and can range from human-based oracles to certain digitally verifiable events, such as current stock prices, to an AI algorithm.

III. Performance and Self-Help

24 With smart contracts, sections of or even all contractual obligations can be performed automatically the moment a certain digitally verifiable event occurs. The triggers of certain performances defined in the smart contract can be of a different nature and depend on the individual case.

25 In principle, the parties to a smart contract benefit from this autonomous automation and no longer have to monitor performance obligations to the same extent as is the case with traditional contracts. The automated performance also gains importance whenever a smart contract memorializes obligations that cannot be enforced by resorting to a court. In Germany, for example, claims arising from games and bets are usually not enforceable.

26 These benefits attributed to the autonomy of blockchains and the difficulties with changing or terminating smart contracts, can nevertheless become rather problematic if the performed contract provision violates the law. A difficult topic to assess here is that some automation could turn out to be forbidden self-help. A prominent example is that of a starter interrupter which automatically prevents a leased car from starting if the debtor is in default. Some states in the U.S. already confirmed the legality of such devices. Corresponding self-help measures in other smart contracts would certainly have to provide for various exceptions in order to be able to assess the corresponding individual case in such a way that the contract complies with the law.

An example could be rental agreements, where the door to an apartment could be locked automatically by the landlord if certain events occur. This is a sensitive topic, especially considering the fact that automated self-help will often be of importance in consumer contracts and thus consumer protection laws apply.

IV. Restitution

27 Apart from contractual amendments that both parties wish to make, there are cases in which the law prescribes a contractual adjustment. In particular, if the contract on which the smart contract is based is terminated, the effects of the smart contracts might need to be reverted.

63 Cardozo Blockchain Project (n 19) 5; De Filippi and Wright (n 13) 80f.
64 § 762 German Civil Code.
65 Grundmann and Hacker (n 53) 281; De Filippi and Wright (n 13).
66 Reviewed in detail by Raskin (n 36) 330f with further references.
A striking example of this can be found in the right of withdrawal in European law, which is granted to consumers when concluding a particular type of contract, for example in e-commerce. The obligation to return a performance received in case of the contract being withdrawn does not entail any special legal aspects for a smart contract. However, given that public, permissionless blockchains as the basis for the smart contract bring with it the characteristic that the transaction is basically immutable, particular attention must be paid to the technical implementation.

Generally, one can revert to a former state of a blockchain by using so-called reverse transactions. However, this does not lead to the deletion of the transaction history and the withdrawn transaction remains permanently documented in the blockchain. From a contract law point of view, this is unproblematic, but problems may arise in data protection law. Additionally, the execution of a reverse transaction can cause difficulties as it can only be triggered by the owner of the private key. Yet, it is hardly conceivable that a fork is used instead. However, it is quite imaginable that, at least with regard to the right of withdrawal, the transaction will initially take place off-chain and will only be integrated into the blockchain after expiry of the withdrawal period. The same would apply to other legal reasons making it necessary to revert a smart contract.

### V. Dispute Resolution

Due to their characteristics, smart contracts can contribute to conflict avoidance. However, a conflict cannot be prevented in all cases. Parties having a dispute over a contract can resort to a court system for enforcement. This principally also applies if the contract was encoded in a smart contract. Nevertheless, resorting to a court is often expensive and time-consuming. Accordingly, the number of extrajudicial resolution options has grown enormously. Both private and alternative dispute resolution proceedings, online dispute resolution, and arbitration proceedings could potentially be integrated into smart contracts. In addition, legal tech applications, mostly used for simple cases, such as compensation for flight delays, have been increasing in importance for some time. The development of AI in this area will open up unprecedented possibilities for smart dispute resolution in the future.

### D. Quo Vadis Contract Law

Smart contracts are probably not “the mature end of the evolution of electronic agreements”; notwithstanding, they represent a new era of contracting. As seen above, the existing contract law can stand up to some of the challenges posed by smart contracts. Apart from the parts where smart contracts and contract law intersect, there are characteristics of smart contracts that are not covered by existing contract law, while at the same time there are legal provisions whose requirements may be difficult to meet by smart contracts.

In this regard, a further adaptation of smart contracts to existing provisions is certainly conceivable, but at any rate limited by technical features. An adjustment of the law to smart contracts, on the other hand, is likely to be more feasible and seems more appropriate.

One of the reasons for this is that smart contracts, as outlined, will place the legal protection ex ante before the legal protection ex post. Western contract laws, however, are based on the opposite premise. This increasing importance of the drafting stage of a contract should be reflected accordingly by the law. Additionally, smart contracts pose risks such as...
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70 See n 43.
71 Under German law, the enforcement of such an act is governed by § 888 code of civil procedure (ZPO) which is regulating actions that may not be taken by others, cf. Merith E Kütük and Christoph Sorge, ‘Bitcoin im deutschen Vollstreckungsrecht’ (2016) MMR 643, 644.
73 Cf. Raskin (n 36) 326f.
76 See, e.g., the overview of legal tech solutions in Germany on <https://tobschall.de/legaltech/> accessed 22 January 2019.
77 Werbach and Cornell (n 60) 105.
security vulnerabilities, which are also not entirely covered by existing legislation. An unmanageable amount of pre-contractual information, which is largely guaranteed to consumers by European law, for example, only serves its purpose to a limited extent. Especially in light of the fact that most consumers do not even read this information.\footnote{See Ian Ayres and Alan Schwartz, ‘The No-Reading Problem in Consumer Contract Law’ (2014) 66 Stanford Law Review 545.}

A more progressive option could be a mandatory code testing tool that checks the smart contract for security vulnerabilities.\footnote{Spindler and Woebbeking (n 35).}

However, while such adaptations are mostly compatible with existing concepts of contract law, other aspects of smart contracts might not only challenge the existing contract law, but rather the concept of contract law as such. As the possibility to enforce legally unenforceable agreements through smart contracts shows, the technical possibilities of smart contracts can constitute a trusted third party. Even beyond legally unenforceable agreements, the self-execution of smart contracts will contribute to establishing them as a private regulatory framework.\footnote{This aspect of smart contracts has been described by several legal scholars using different terminological terms, cf., e.g., De Filippi and Wright (n 13) 5f, 194; see also Blemus (n 27) 14 with further references.}

As Thomas Hobbes pointed out already in 1651, one of the essential roles of law is to provide a system that allows the parties to have trust in receiving their performance under a binding agreement.\footnote{Thomas Hobbes, \textit{Leviathan} (first published 1651, Penguin 1985) passim.} In some areas this role could be taken over by smart contracts in the future. In this respect, they are in line with the general increase in private legal rules and institutions which lead to a gradual loss of significance of state law.\footnote{Boehme-Neßler (n 83) 3033; cf Grundmann and Hacker (n 53) 293.}

Additionally, smart contracts are not limited to national borders but are rather particularly well suited for international contracts and will in some way be ubiquitous. Just like many other digital achievements, they will mainly be influenced by their technical architecture and the individual actors who promote their use,\footnote{Cf. Boehner-Neßler (n 83) 3035; see also De Filippi and Wright (n 13) 173ff.} e.g. by providing smart contract templates. A parallel can be drawn, for example, to e-commerce, which is largely dominated by platforms.\footnote{Cf. Roger Brownsword, ‘The E-Commerce Directive, Consumer Transactions, and the Digital Single Market’ 165, in Stefan Grundmann (ed), \textit{European Contract Law in the Digital Age} (vol 3 Intersentia 2018).}

The controversy behind the frequently quoted term “code is law”, introduced by Lawrence Lessig, in fact gets to the heart of this matter.\footnote{Regarding the challenges of cyberspace regulation see e.g. Viktor Mayer-Schönberger and John Crowley, ‘Napster’s Second Life?: The Regulatory Challenges of Virtual Worlds’ (2006) 100 Nw. U. L. Rev. 1775, 1802f; David R Johnson and David G Post, ‘Law and Borders: The Rise of Cyberspace’ (1996) 48 Stanford LR 1367, 1367; Joel R Reidenberg, ‘The formulation of information policy rules through technology’ (1998) 76 Texas LR 553, 553.} In order to maintain legal values that are usually not provided by the market, i.e. by code, such as the protection of minorities and representation of public interests,\footnote{Lawrence Lessig, \textit{Code and other Laws of Cyberspace} (Basic Books 1999) passim.} the concept of contract law will have to reinvent itself in parts.\footnote{Boehme-Neßler (n 83) 3035; cf Grundmann and Hacker (n 53) 293.} This might include having different conceptual regimes for traditional contracts and encoded contracts.\footnote{Cf. Boehner-Neßler (n 83) 3035; see also De Filippi and Wright (n 13) 173ff.} As a symptomatic example of internet regulation,\footnote{Cf. Roger Brownsword, ‘The E-Commerce Directive, Consumer Transactions, and the Digital Single Market’ 165, in Stefan Grundmann (ed), \textit{European Contract Law in the Digital Age} (vol 3 Intersentia 2018).} the regulation of smart contracts will be an exceptionally difficult task.